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Background: The study of the relationship between anthropometry and visceral adipose tissue (VAT) is of great interest because
VAT is associated with many risk factors for noncommunicable diseases and anthropometry is easy to perform in clinical practice.
The studies hitherto available for children have, however, been performed on small sample sizes.
Design: Pooling of the data of studies published from 1992 to 2004 as indexed on Medline.
Aims: To assess the relationship between anthropometry and VAT and subcutaneous adipose tissue (SAT) as measured by
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in children and to analyze the effect of age, gender, pubertal status and ethnicity.
Subjects and methods: Eligible subjects were 7–16 year-old, with availability of VAT and SAT, gender, ethnicity, body mass
index (BMI) and waist circumference (WC). A total of 497 subjects were collected from seven different investigators and 407 of
them (178 Caucasians and 229 Hispanics) were analyzed.
Results: Despite ethnic differences in MRI data, BMI, WC and age, no difference in VAT was found between Caucasians and
Hispanics after correction for SAT and BMI. Univariate regression analysis identified WC as the best single predictor of VAT (64.8% of
variance) and BMI of SAT (88.9% of variance). The contribution of ethnicity and gender to the unexplained variance of the VAT–WC
relationship was low (p3%) but significant (Pp0.002). The different laboratories explained a low (p4.8%) but significant
(Po0.0001) portion of the unexplained variance of the VAT–WC and SAT–BMI relationships. Prediction equations for VAT (VAT
(cm2) ¼ 1.1  WC (cm)52.9) and SAT (SAT (cm2) ¼ 23.2  BMI (kg/m2)329) were developed on a randomly chosen half of the
population and crossvalidated in the remaining half. The pure error of the estimate was 13 cm2 for VAT and 57 cm2 for SAT.
Conclusions: WC can be considered a good predictor of VAT as well as BMI of SAT. The importance of ethnicity and gender on
VAT estimation is not negligible.
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The growing prevalence of childhood obesity1–5 highlights
two major problems for health professionals: (1) the
identification and adoption of population-based prevention
strategies involving healthy lifestyle beginning early in life,
and, (2) the need to identify high risk obese children for
targeted interventions. There is some agreement, especially
in adults, that the assessment of fat distribution (visceral fat
in particular), may be a useful approach for determining risk
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of disease associated with obesity.6–10 Since 1992, visceral
adiposity has been evaluated by Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI) in children and it has been related to glucose
metabolism, lipids abnormalities and hypertension.11–20
However, direct measurements of visceral adipose tissue
(VAT) cannot be proposed for field studies due to their cost
and technical difficulties.21 Several anthropometric indexes
have been suggested as indexes of VAT. In adults, waist
circumference (WC) is widely used as a surrogate of central
fat distribution,22 but in children it may be influenced by
growth and puberty, reducing its accuracy in estimating VAT.
Moreover, other variables, such as gender and ethnicity, may
be important confounding factors.23
Recently, the relationship between anthropometry and
metabolic risk factors has been examined and waist cutoffs
suitable for clinical evaluation have been proposed in
children and adolescents.9,24–28 However, these studies did
not measure VAT directly. The few available studies on VAT
and anthropometry measurements in children were performed in small groups.7,11–18,20 Therefore, the aims of our
study were: (1) to pool data from various investigators to
evaluate the relationship between anthropometry and MRIderived abdominal fat in children, and, (2) to evaluate the
effect of puberty and ethnicity on the relationship between
anthropometry and MRI-derived abdominal fat.

and were invited to submit data for a pooled analysis. The
following variables were collected: adipose tissue measured
from MRI at lumbar L4 level (VAT area and subcutaneous
adipose tissue (SAT) area), age, gender, ethnicity, pubertal
status, BMI and WC. Exclusion criteria were the presence of
associated disease and secondary obesity, that is, obesity due
to endocrine or genetic factors. A total of 497 subjects aged
5–18 years were collected from seven different investigators.13,15–18,29,30 After exclusion of: (1) categories of age with
a small number of subjects (o10 per year or o5 per gender
per year), (2) subjects lacking at least one of the required
variables and, (3) ethnic groups with a low number of
subjects (28 African Americans and 21 from other ethnicity),
we obtained a final study group of 407 patients Caucasians
and Hispanics (aged 7.0–15.9 years) (Figure 1).
Anthropometric variables (height, weight, WC) were
measured according to the Anthropometric Standardization
Reference Manual.31 Body mass index (BMI) was calculated
as weight (kg)/height (m2). Sexual maturation was defined by
a physician according to Tanner32 and the subjects were
classified as prepubertal (stage 1), early pubertal (stages 2–3)
and late pubertal (stages 4–5). Abdominal adiposity was
evaluated as VAT and SAT areas (cm2) at lumbar L4 level
(single slice), as described in detail previously by each
group12,13,15–18,29 and the VAT/SAT ratio was calculated. All
the pooled studies had been approved by local Ethical
Committees.

Subjects and methods
In January 2004, a Medline-based search was performed to
identify published studies on MRI in obese children since
1992. Lead authors of the identified studies were contacted

Figure 1 Flow chart of the studied subjects, from 497 collected to 407 analyzed.
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Statistical analysis
Comparisons of continuous variables between the two
ethnic groups (Hispanics and Caucasians) were performed
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by unpaired Student’s t-test and those of nominal variables
using the Fisher’s Exact test. ANCOVA was used to test the
effect of sex and race on the relationships between VAT, SAT
and the predictors of interest. The contribution of the
variables of interest to VAT and SAT was evaluated using
the determination coefficient (R2adj) for continuous predictors and eta squared (Z2) for nominal predictors. To develop
predictive equations of VAT and SAT, the sample of Hispanics
and Caucasians was randomly split in two halves. The first
half was used to develop a predictive equation that was then
crosstested on the remaining half. R2adj, the root mean square
error (RMSE) and the percent root mean square error
(RMSE%) obtained from linear regression of VAT or SAT vs
the variables of interest were used to determine the accuracy
of the estimate. In the crossvalidation sample, the pure error
(PE) of the estimate was also calculated.33 Measured and
predicted values of VAT and SAT were compared using paired
t-tests. Bland–Altman plots of differences vs means coupled
with analysis of the slope of the regression lines were used to
ascertain the presence of bias. Statistical analysis was
performed using SPSS 11.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA) and
significance was set to a value of Po0.05 for all tests.

Results
The characteristics of the 407 subjects (178 Caucasians and
229 Hispanics) available for analysis are given in Table 1.
According to Cole BMI cutoffs,34 65 subjects had normal
weight (16%), 45 were overweight (11%) and 297 were obese
(73%). There were significant between-group differences in
gender (58% of Hispanics were males as compared to 47% of
Caucasians) and age (Hispanics were younger) as well as in
BMI and WC (Hispanics were heavier). Hispanics showed
significantly higher VAT and SAT values than Caucasians
(Po0.005). However, the VAT/SAT relationship did not differ
between male and female subjects in both prepubertal
(P ¼ 0.30) and pubertal (P ¼ 0.75) children (ANCOVA). Moreover, as determined by ANCOVA, VAT was similar in

Table 1

Measurements of the studied population according to ethnicity
Hispanics

N
Gender (M/F)
Age (years)
Puberty (pre/early/late)
Weight (kg)
Height (cm)
BMI (kg/m2)
WC (cm)
VAT (cm2)
SAT (cm2)

229
132/97
11.371.8
83/81/65
62.9719.8
150712
27.575.7
86715
44722
3137147

Caucasians
178
83/95
12.271.8
75/43/60
56.6720.6
150710
24.676.8
76715
38722
2357162

Caucasians and Hispanics after correction for SAT (P ¼ 0.54)
and for BMI (P ¼ 0.27).
Univariate regression analysis was performed to quantify
the contribution of the single variables of interest to VAT and
SAT. The variance of VAT and SAT explained by anthropometry, laboratory, pubertal status, age, ethnicity and
gender is given in Table 2. WC was the best single predictor
of VAT, explaining 64.8% of its variance (VAT
(cm2) ¼ 1.1  WC (cm)52.9) while BMI explained 56.3%.
BMI was the best single predictor of SAT, explaining 88.9% of
its variance (SAT (cm2) ¼ 23.2  BMI (kg/m2)329) while WC
explained 80.4%. Importantly, BMI explained a higher
percentage of VAT and SAT than weight alone. The measurement of fat at different laboratories explained 16.5% of VAT
and 21.4% of SAT variance (Po0.0001). This was partly
influenced by the fact that different laboratories furnished
samples of children differing for age, gender and pubertal
status. Pubertal status explained 12.4 and 18.6% of VAT and
SAT variance, respectively, while the contribution of age,
ethnicity and gender was lower.
The contribution of ethnicity, gender, age, laboratory,
pubertal status and anthropometry to the unexplained
variance of the VAT–WC and SAT–BMI relationships is given
in Table 3. Age, pubertal status, BMI and weight did not
explain any portion of the residual VAT–WC variance and
the contribution of ethnicity and gender was low (p3.0%).
Likewise, ethnicity, gender, age, weight and pubertal status
did not explain any portion of the residual SAT–BMI variance
and the contribution of WC was trivial (1%). The addition of
ethnicity and gender to the predictors did not increase
the accuracy of the estimate of VAT from WC ( þ 1.8% of the
explained variance). Likewise, the addition of WC to the
predictors did not increase the accuracy of the estimate of
SAT from BMI. The measurement of adipose tissue at
different laboratories explained 4.7 and 4.8% of the VAT–
WC and SAT–BMI variance.
In order to develop predictive equations of VAT from WC
and SAT from BMI, the study sample was randomly split in
two halves. The first half (n ¼ 204) was used to develop a

Table 2 Variance of VAT and SAT explained by anthropometry and other
variables

Pa

VAT
Variance (%)

0.028
o0.0001
0.051
0.0019
0.67
0.01
o0.0001
0.0031
o0.0001

a
Fisher’s Exact test for nominal variables and Student’s t-test for continous
variables. VAT ¼ visceral adipose tissue; WC ¼ waist circumference;
SAT ¼ subcutaneous adipose tissue; BMI ¼ body mass index.

WC
BMI
Weight
Laboratory
Pubertal status
Age
Ethnicity
Gender

64.8
56.3
47.4
16.5
12.4
7.3
2.1
1.8

a

SAT
P

Variance (%)a

P

o0.0001
o0.0001
o0.0001
o0.0001
o0.0001
o0.0001
0.003
0.006

80.4
88.9
78.3
21.4
18.6
11.0
5.9
1.2

o0.0001
o0.0001
o0.0001
o0.0001
o0.0001
o0.0001
o0.0001
0.026

Univariate analysis, VAT ¼ visceral adipose tissue; WC ¼ waist circumference;
SAT ¼ subcutaneous adipose tissue; BMI ¼ body mass index. aDetermination
coefficient  100 for continuous variables and Z2  100 for ordinal variables.
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Table 3 Variance of VAT–WC and SAT–BMI residuals explained by anthropometry and other variables
SAT–BMIRES

VAT–WCRES
Variance (%)

a

F
F
F
4.7
F
F
2.3
3.0

WC
BMI
Weight
Laboratory
Pubertal status
Age
Ethnicity
Gender

P

Variance (%)a

P

F
0.652
0.369
o0.0001
0.473
0.249
0.002
o0.0001

1.0
F
F
4.8
F
F
F
F

0.042
F
0.282
o0.0001
0.525
0.497
0.053
0.782

Univariate analysis, VAT ¼ visceral adipose tissue; WC ¼ waist circumference;
SAT ¼ subcutaneous adipose tissue; BMI ¼ body mass index. aDetermination
coefficient  100 for continuous variables and partial Z2  100 for ordinal
variables.
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140
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predictive equation that was then crossvalidated in the
remaining half (n ¼ 203). The VAT–WC and BMI–SAT
relationships in the two samples are depicted in Figure 2.
WC explained 64% of VAT variance (Po0.0001) with a
RMSE% of 33% (Figure 2, panel a1). The mean7s.d. bias was
0714 cm2, corresponding to a measured value of VAT of
41723 cm2 vs an estimated one of 41718 cm2 (P40.999).
The crossvalidation of the VAT equation yielded a RMSE% of
31% and a PE of 13 cm2 (Figure 2, panel a2). The mean7s.d.
bias associated with the crossvalidation was –2713 cm2,
corresponding to a measured value of VAT of 42723 cm2 vs
an estimated one of 40718 cm2 (P ¼ 0.104). BMI explained
90% of SAT variance (Po0.0001) with a RMSE% of 18%
(Figure 2, panel b1). The mean7s.d. bias was 0749 cm2,
corresponding to a measured value of SAT of 2807157 cm2
vs an estimated one of 2807149 cm2 (P40.999). The crossvalidation of the SAT equation yielded a RMSE% of 21% and
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Figure 2 Generation (a1 and b1, n ¼ 204) and crossvalidation (a2 and b2, n ¼ 203) of predictive equations for VAT and SAT from WC and BMI in two random
subsamples of children.
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a PE of 57 cm2 (Figure 2, panel b2). The mean7s.d. bias
associated with the crossvalidation was 1757 cm2, corresponding to a measured value of SAT of 2777161 cm2 vs an
estimated one of 2787146 cm2 (P ¼ 0.853). Figure 3 gives
Bland–Altman plots of differences (anthropometry – MRI) vs
means in the samples used to generate and crossvalidate the
predictive equations. The slope of the fitted regression line is
significantly different from 0 in all cases (Pp0.028), showing
the existence of proportional bias. In particular, there is a
tendency for anthropometry to underestimate VAT and, to a
lesser degree, SAT at the highest levels of adipose tissue.

Discussion
An ideal measure of abdominal adiposity should fit the
criteria of (a) being accurate in assessing the measurement,

(b) being precise with small error measurement, (c) predicting risk of health consequences, (d) providing cutoffs and (e)
being accessible and acceptable.35 Actually, MRI could be
considered the best measure to fit the first three criteria,
while WC could be considered suitable for the last two items.
In order to find the measure that could be considered as close
as possible to the ideal one, we assessed the relationship
between anthropometry and MRI-derived abdominal adiposity measurements in the largest pediatric sample to date.
Subsequently, we investigated the effect of age, gender,
puberty and ethnicity on abdominal adiposity measurement.
Adult studies have shown a higher risk of metabolic
syndrome and type 2 diabetes in African American and
Hispanic subjects due to difference in abdominal adiposity.36,37 An influence of ethnicity on abdominal adiposity
was also found in children.38–40 This relationship needs to be
further confirmed, as ethnic differences in clinical risk seem
to be established.41
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Figure 3 Bland–Altman plots of differences vs means in the samples used to generate (a1, b1) and crossvalidate (a2, b2) the predictive equations. Lines correspond
to the mean72 s.d. Differences are predicted values minus measured values. The slope of the fitted regression line is significantly different from 0 in all cases
(Pp0.028), showing the existence of proportional bias.
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Another important factor that influences abdominal
adiposity in adults is gender. Previous studies showed that
VAT/SAT is lower in females in premenopausal age while
thereafter differences are less evident.42,43 In children,
gender differences in abdominal adiposity are closely linked
to age- and puberty-related changes in fat distribution.19,44–46
In our study, we found significant differences in BMI
between genders and ethnic groups, underlying important
differences in total adiposity. As abdominal adiposity is
highly influenced by total adiposity also in children,45 we
corrected VAT for SAT and BMI in order to minimize this
effect. With this approach, the influence of gender and
puberty on visceral adiposity was low and the sexual
dimorphism described in adults (i.e., increased VAT/SAT in
males)42,43 was not seen in subjects less than 16 years old in
our analysis. This could imply that a longer observation time
after completion of puberty is needed to observe this genderrelated difference. Moreover, longitudinal studies of abdominal adiposity starting before puberty and conducted
throughout pubertal development would be needed to
confirm our cross-sectional data. Until this concept will be
completely clarified, we propose that the evaluation of
abdominal adiposity should not be performed without
taking gender and pubertal status into consideration.
Regarding ethnicity, our analysis showed marked differences in terms of age, anthropometry and abdominal
adiposity. Although ethnic differences in main outcomes
were found, the impact of ethnicity on the relationship
between anthropometric measures and VAT or SAT was
negligible.
Anthropometry seems to be a good predictor of abdominal
adiposity: WC can predict VAT, explaining about 64% of its
variance and BMI can predict SAT, explaining about 90% of
its variance. Janssen et al.22 found similar values of variance
for VAT but lower values for SAT in adults. Albeit significant
(Po0.0001), the influence of the different laboratories on
the VAT–WC and SAT–BMI relationships was low (o5%),
suggesting a negligible laboratory effect on the relationship
between anthropometry and MRI. However, the present
study was not designed to test inter laboratory CV% but to
evaluate the laboratory effect on the VAT and SAT predictions by anthropometry. The heterogeneity of the samples
studied at each laboratory (i.e., ethnicity, age, gender,
pubertal status) could itself explain this effect, which therefore cannot be completely ascribed to measurement techniques and standardization. In fact, the similar effect for VAT
and SAT is at odds with the known greater influence of the
operator on the estimation of VAT than for SAT.22
Factors influencing the relationship between anthropometry and abdominal adiposity in our subjects can be ranked
as puberty, age, ethnicity and gender (Table 2). When we
analyzed the VAT–WC residuals, ethnicity and gender
maintained their effect (2.3 and 3.0%, respectively) while
puberty and age did not explain any variance of the residuals
(Table 3). Therefore, an independent role of ethnicity on the
VAT–WC relationship has to be considered, supporting the
International Journal of Obesity

testing of ethnicity-related predictive equations in future
studies.
The effect of puberty on the WC–VAT and BMI–SAT
relationships could be explained by the marked physiological changes that occur during this period. During puberty
there is a dramatic change in fat distribution and body
proportions that BMI alone cannot describe.46 Additionally,
sex hormones differently influence SAT and VAT distribution. For example, if VAT increases and SAT decreases at the
same time in a subject, the unchanged WC is ineffective in
describing these modifications. The effects of puberty
probably are related to gender influences, such as different
levels of sex hormones between the genders. This may be
true also for ethnicity, because there are differences among
ethnic groups in timing, velocity and degree of pubertal
development, especially in girls.47–49
Even if we developed equations for predicting VAT and SAT
at the lumbar L4 level, a MRI single slice estimate cannot be
considered a reference standard for measuring abdominal
adiposity and other studies are needed employing multiple
slices. The equations proposed here should nonetheless be
crossvalidated in external groups to determine their accuracy. The fact that our subjects had a wide range of adiposity
(27% were not obese) is a theoretical point of strength for the
generalizability of these equations. However, it must be kept
in mind that our equations tend to underestimate adipose
tissue as VAT and SAT increase. The internal crossvalidation
of the SAT algorithm was good, as an RMSE of 18% may be
accepted at the population level. However, at the individual
level, the use of BMI to estimate SAT should be used with
caution. The crossvalidation of the VAT algorithm was
acceptable, but an RMSE of 33% for the estimate of VAT
from WC is relatively high both at population and individual
levels. The clinical significance of this error is unclear at the
moment because clinically significant cutoffs of VAT are still
lacking in children. The higher RMSE for VAT from WC than
for SAT from BMI may be partly due to the fact that VAT is
more difficult to quantify than SAT and that WC in obese
subjects is less reproducible than BMI.
In conclusion, our results elucidate the influence of
ethnicity, gender, pubertal status on total and regional
adiposity. WC can be considered a good predictor of
abdominal adiposity according to its relationship with VAT
measured by MRI, the state of the art measurement of
visceral adiposity. It is important to note that the growth
differences within the two races that we have studied may
have had an influence on our results. Further studies with a
larger number of subjects will be needed to explore the close
relationship between adiposity and growth.
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